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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a novel vehicle re-identification
method based on a Deep Joint Discriminative Learning
(DJDL) model, which utilizes a deep convolutional network
to effectively extract discriminative representations for ve-
hicle images. To exploit properties and relationship among
samples in different views, we design a unified framework to
combine several different tasks efficiently, including identi-
fication, attribute recognition, verification and triplet tasks.
The whole network is optimized jointly via a specific batch
composition design. Extensive experiments are conducted
on a large-scale VehicleID [1] dataset. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method and show that
it achieves the state-of-the-art performance on both vehicle
re-identification and retrieval.

Index Terms— Joint Discriminative Learning, Vehicle
Re-Identification, Vehicle Retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION

Vehicle search and re-identification is an important problem
in computer vision, which has many practical applications
like video surveillance systems. Although the license plate
provides a unique ID for a vehicle, sometimes it is still not
easy to recognize its plate. For example, the resolution of
images is not enough due to the environment or the cam-
era, or the plate is occluded or removed. Thus, vehicle re-
identification based on appearance information still plays an
important role for real applications.

Although vehicle identification problem is of a great im-
portance, most previous object identification works focus on
human face or person [2, 3, 4, 5]. However, their targets
are similar, which are to learn discriminative representations
for images. Recently, deep convolutional network has also
demonstrated its great power in identification tasks. In [2],
Yi et al. introduced a deep network to directly classify all
identities (about 10,000 classes) for face recognition. Then,
a pair-wise verification loss [3] is proposed to be combined
with identification loss to help reduce intra-class variations
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by pulling features of same identity together. Similar verifi-
cation loss is also utilized in person identification [6, 7]. An-
other successful deep learning framework is triplet loss for
both face recognition [5] and person re-identification [8]. It
learns the embedding representations in the deep convolution
network by optimizing the triplet loss, which is under the as-
sumption that samples of the same identity should be closer
from each other than samples of different identities.

Different with face or person identification problem, vehi-
cle identification could be more challenging since it is really
hard to discriminate vehicles with similar visual appearance
which belongs to the same model. Most previous related
works about vehicle focus on the vehicle model classifica-
tion [9, 10] which only recognize vehicle models instead of
further identities. Recently, Liu et al. [1] presented a new
large-scale vehicle re-identification database ‘VehicleID’,
which is collected from the real surveillance cameras and
labeled in identity level. The large scale of the dataset facili-
tates the recent deep learning models, which have been proved
more effective and robust for many vision tasks, to apply to
the vehicle identification problem. Inspired by some state-of-
the-art methods in face recognition [3, 5], in this paper, we
propose a Deep Joint Discriminative Learning (DJDL) model
for vehicle re-identification and retrieval problem.

The proposed DJDL model is an end-to-end multi-task
deep framework, which aims to learn a deep convolutional
model that can extract discriminative features for vehicle im-
ages. The overall network is illustrated in Fig. 1. DJDL
incorporates four different subnetworks in a unified frame-
work to capture different properties and relationships among
samples. The four subnetworks includes identification, at-
tribute recognition, verification and triplet tasks. Identifica-
tion and attribute recognition focus on the individual samples
to exploit their own specific properties. The idea of veri-
fication task is to constrain relationship between two sam-
ples (eg. minimize distance between two samples of same
identity) while triplet task is responsible for constraining the
relative distance among three samples. At the same time,
we propose an efficient batch composition design to jointly
optimize the four objective functions. Experiments on ve-
hicle re-identification and retrieval demonstrate the comple-
mentary effect among the four tasks. The results also show
that our DJDL model achieves promising results and outper-
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed Deep Joint Discrimina-
tive Learning framework for Vehicle Re-Identification.

forms other state-of-the-art approaches.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: we

discuss about the details of our proposed Deep Joint Discrim-
inative Learning method in Section 2, and present the exper-
imental results in Section 3. The conclusion is drawn in Sec-
tion 4.

2. DEEP JOINT DISCRIMINATIVE LEARNING

In this section, we illustrate the detains of our proposed Deep
Joint Discriminative Learning model. Specifically, we first
introduce the overall network structure, and then introduce
multiple tasks respectively. At last, we explain some training
and optimization details for our proposed network.

2.1. Network Architecture

The overall network architecture of the proposed DJDL
model is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is essentially a multi-task
joint learning network that joint optimizes several different
objectives and aims to learn a deep representation of vehicle
appearance that is discriminative for different vehicle iden-
tities. The network consists of five parts: a base network
shared by different branches to extract representative features
for each image and four subnetworks of different tasks, in-
cluding identification, attribute recognition, verification and
triplet subnetworks. The base network can be a common deep
convolutional network such as Inception-BN [11], VGG [12]
or ResNet [13], which is pre-trained on the ImageNet. For
classification tasks (identification and attribute recognition),
a single vehicle image individually is fed into the network.
Two images are fed for verification subnetwork while three
images for triplet subnetwork. Note that different image in-
puts are shared with the same base convolutional network for
feature extraction. The different tasks are jointly optimized
in the unified network at the same time.

2.2. Identification and Attribute Recognition Losses

Identification subnetwork considers each input image individ-
ually to predict its identity label. As the Fig. 1 shows, after
the deep feature fi extracted by the L2 Normalization layer,
we add a fully connected layer (m×n-dim) for identification
classification, where m is the feature dimension and n is the
number of training identities in the dataset. As conventional
recognition approaches, we use the softmax loss for the iden-
tification subnetwork:

Lidenti(fi) = −
n∑

j=1

pj log p̂j , (1)

where p̂j is predicted probability and pj is the target proba-
bility (pj = 1 for j = vi otherwise pj = 0 where vi is the
identity label of the input image).

Since the appearance information is the key clue for ve-
hicle identification and verification, we utilize the vehicle at-
tribute information in the dataset to further improve the per-
formance. In VehicleID [1] dataset, images are labeled by
some attributes, such as color and vehicle model information.
Thus we propose an attribute recognition subnetwork to ex-
plicitly learn to recognize these attributes. Specifically, we
also use the standard softmax loss for the attribute recogni-
tion subnetwork:

Lattri(fi) = −
nattri∑
k=1

nk∑
j=1

akj log â
k
j , (2)

where nattri is the number of attributes, nk is the number
of labels for k-th attribute, âkj is the predicted probability for
k-th attribute and akj is the corresponding target probability.

2.3. Verification and Triplet Losses

To further boost the efficiency of the learned deep representa-
tion, we combine the identification and attribute recognition
losses with two discriminative objectives, including the veri-
fication loss and the triplet loss.

The verification subnetwork is a pair-wise siamese net-
work, which first takes two feature vectors fi and fj as input,
and then calculates the similarity according to the label of two
images. After the normalization, we directly use Euclidean
Distance to measure the similarity of the two input images.
Specifically, the distance should be small if the two images
are belong to the same identity where the distance should be
large for two images with different identities. We adopt a
distance function similar to [3] and the loss function can be
formulated as:

Lverif (fi, fj) =


1

2
‖fi − fj‖22, vi == vj ,

1

2
max(0, α− ‖fi − fj‖2)2, vi 6= vj ,

(3)
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where α is the margin parameter which enforces the distance
of different identities larger than α.

The triplet subnetwork involves three samples each time,
which considers the relative distance among identities while
verification subnetwork constrains the absolute distance be-
tween two identities. The triplet loss [5] wants to ensure that
an anchor image i is closer to all positive images j of the
same identity (vi = vj) than it is to other negative images k
of different identities (vi 6= vk). Specifically, the triplet loss
can be formulated as:

Ltriplet(fi, fj , fk) = max(0, ‖fi − fj‖22 − ‖fi − fk‖22 + β),
(4)

where β is a margin parameter which enforces the distance
between positive pairs and negative pars larger than β.

2.4. Training and Optimization

The above four type of tasks are optimized at the same time
in a unified network. Thus, we can obtain the total objective
function:

L = Lidenti + Lattri + Lverif + Ltriplet. (5)

We use the conventional Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
optimization in the training. Thus one natural problem is how
to jointly optimize four losses together for a single batch in
the training, especially for verification and triplet tasks. For
identification and attribute recognition tasks, there is no spe-
cial treatment since each sample in a batch is treated individ-
ually. Thus, we adopt a specific batch composition design
during the batch training.

In the implementation, we ensure that half of samples in
a batch are generated by positive pairs while the other half
are selected randomly. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of one
generated batch for verification and triplet, respectively. For
verification loss, every two samples in a batch is treated as
a verification sample. Fig. 2(a) shows three positives pairs
and some negative pairs which connected to the first sample.
Since the first half samples are composed of positive pairs, it
ensures there are positive verification samples for each image
in the first half of a batch. For triplet loss, the anchor and
the positive ones are selected from the first half of the batch
while the negative ones are selected from the second half of
the batch. Fig. 2(b) shows six group of triplets in a batch.
During training, each batch is randomly generated but meets
the above constraint.

3. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate our DJDL method on the vehi-
cle re-identification and retrieval tasks. We adopt the recent
released large-scale vehicle dataset VehicleID [1], which has
221,763 images of 26,267 vehicles in total. Follow the proto-
cols in [1], we use the three testing sets (i.e., small, medium

(a) Verification

(b) Triplet

Fig. 2. An example of a training batch. The top samples
are generate by positive pairs (with same identity) while the
bottom samples are selected randomly. (a) Training pairs for
verification task. Red lines corresponds to positive pairs while
blue lines corresponds to negative pairs (only negative pairs
connected to the first sample are shown). (b) Training triplets
for triplet task. Each triangle corresponds to one triplet sam-
ple where the top two samples correspond to anchor and pos-
itive samples while the bottom sample is the negative one.
This figure is best viewed in color.

and large) with different size for the vehicle retrieval and re-
identification tasks.

3.1. Implementation Details.

We use MXNet [14] package in the implementation. We
adopt Inception-BN [11] as the base convolutional network
in the experiments. During training, the input image is ran-
domly cropped at 224×224 from the resized image (the short
edge is resized as 256) and randomly mirrored horizontally.
The training images are shuffled and generated corresponding
batches as explained in Sec. 2.4. The batch size is set as 64.
The initial learning rate starts from 0.01 and is divided by 10
at 50, 75 epochs for total 100 epochs. For the four different
objective functions in our network, we simply assign 1 as the
gradient weight for the losses. The margin parameters α and
β are set as 0.9.

For attribute recognition task, we only use the vehicle
model labels in the VehicleID dataset [1] since the color labels
is incomplete for all vehicles images. For vehicle retrieval and
re-identification tasks, we first extract the normalized feature
representations for images in both gallery and probe sets, the
similarity between arbitrary two vehicle images is measured
by the L2 distance. To accelerate the retrieval process, we
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use the fast approximation nearest neighbor searching library
Flann [15].

3.2. Vehicle Retrieval

We first evaluate our method on the vehicle retrieval task fol-
lowing the widely used protocol in retrieval task, mean aver-
age precision (MAP). We follow the split strategy in [1] for
the three testing image sets with different sizes.

At first, we adopt an ablation experiment about differ-
ent components of our method. Table 1 illustrates the re-
sults of different methods. It shows that the performance
improves consistently when incorporating identification, at-
tribute recognition, verification and triplet tasks respectively.
The final model Identi+Attri+Verifi+Triplet achieves the best
performance, which demonstrates the effectiveness of multi-
task design.

Method Small Medium Large
Identi 0.712 0.684 0.670
Identi+Attri 0.718 0.686 0.672
Identi+Attri+Verifi 0.731 0.705 0.689
Identi+Attri+Verifi+Triplet 0.786 0.747 0.720

Table 1. MAP of Different DJDL models of Vehicle Retrieval
Task.

Table 2 shows the final retrieval results compared with
other state-of-the-art methods. Our DJDL method signif-
icantly outperforms the other methods, including Mixed
Diff+CCL [1] and HDC + Contrastive [16], on all three
testing datasets.

Method Small Medium Large
VGG+CCL [1] 0.492 0.448 0.386
Mixed Diff+CCL [1] 0.546 0.481 0.455
HDC + Contrastive [16] 0.655 0.631 0.575
Identi+Attri+Verifi+Triplet 0.786 0.747 0.720

Table 2. MAP of Vehicle Retrieval Task.

3.3. Vehicle Re-Identification

In this section, we evaluate the DJDL method on the vehicle
re-identification task. We follow the same evaluation proto-
cols and train/test split settings in [1]. Fig. 3 illustrates the
CMC curve, which is a common evaluation metric for re-
identification problem, on the small size testing dataset. Ta-
ble 3 illustrates the results on Top 1 and Top 5 match rate
compared with other methods. From the results, we can see
that our DJDL method achieves superior performance over
other state-of-the-art methods on all three testing datasets.
At the same time, after incorporating different tasks together,

Fig. 3. CMC on VehicleID Dataset (Gallery size=800).

the match rate further increases consistently especially when
combining all four tasks, which reveals the significant advan-
tages of our Joint Discriminative Learning framework.

Method Protocol Small Medium Large
VGG+CCL [1]

Top 1

0.436 0.370 0.329
Mixed Diff+CCL [1] 0.490 0.428 0.382
Identi+Attr 0.670 0.667 0.651
Identi+Attr+Verifi 0.689 0.687 0.661
Identi+Attr+Verifi+Triplet 0.723 0.708 0.680
VGG+CCL [1]

Top 5

0.642 0.571 0.533
Mixed Diff+CCL [1] 0.735 0.668 0.616
Identi+Attr 0.735 0.729 0.716
Identi+Attr+Verifi 0.781 0.765 0.737
Identi+Attr+Verifi+Triplet 0.857 0.818 0.789

Table 3. Match Rate (Top 1 and Top 5) of Vehicle ReID Task.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel Deep Joint Discriminative Learning
(DJDL) model is proposed for vehicle re-identification and
retrieval problem. We exploit a unified deep learning frame-
work which incorporates four different type of tasks. The
four tasks benefit each other due to their different properties
and help to learn a deep convolutional network that could ex-
tract discriminative representations for vehicle images. Dur-
ing training, we jointly optimize the whole network by a spe-
cific designed batch composition scheme. Experimental re-
sults on a large-scale vehicle dataset demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and necessity of each component of DJDL model.
The results reveal that DJDL achieves superior results over
several state-of-the-art approaches on both re-identification
and retrieval tasks.
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